
 
 

Receptionist Job Description 

 
 
Job Title:  Receptionist  
Supervisor:  Executive Director, Client Services Director 
Classification:  Full Time (32 hours per week), Nonexempt 

 

 

Objective of the position: To reach out to clients in with the mercy and compassion of 
Jesus Christ by offering practical assistance in both word and action. 
 
Description:  The Receptionist for the Raffa Clinic will serve as the friendly welcoming 
presence in the waiting room. This person will be responsible for managing client phone 
calls, setting up appointments, welcoming clients, donors & other visitors to the clinic, and 
monitoring activity of the waiting room. Care of the facility environment, inventory and 
supplies, and other duties as directed.  The ideal candidate will be a strong servant-leader, a 
self-starter, highly organized, with excellent verbal and writing skills.  He or she will manage 
details well, maintain a positive attitude, and have the ability to reach out to clients and their 
families with kindness and efficiency.  The position will require careful coordination of 
schedules and good communication.   
 
Requirements:  Must be a committed Christian who demonstrates a personal relationship 
with Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord.  Must exhibit a strong commitment and dedication to 
the pro-life position and sexual purity.  Must agree with and be willing to uphold the 
Statement of Faith and policies of the clinic.  
 
Qualifications:  Must be proficient in Microsoft Office, Word, Excel and Outlook; training 
will be provided on eKyros Centerpiece database. 
 
Duties: 
 
Client Database: 
  

 Maintain client confidentiality; keep files out of public view, all files to be 
stored in locked file cabinet, ensure that phone calls and conversations of a 
confidential nature are not easily overheard. 

 Schedule client appointments according to availability of staff, maintaining 
optimum number of appointments while coordinating with Nurse Manager 
and Client Services Director. 



Public Relations: 
 

 Attend Community fairs, church mission fairs, etc, serving as a liaison for 
the clinic and the community as requested. 

 Provide a clinic tour to donors or other members of the community as 
needed.   

 Assist in coordination of activities of volunteer groups (church work days, 
cleanups, compilation of direct mail, newsletters, etc) 

 All media inquiries will be handled professionally, referring the caller or 
visitor to the Executive Director. 

 Receive and document material donations and provide receipt, obtaining 
donor information and offering a clinic tour as appropriate. 

 
Volunteers: 
 

 Assist in training of Client Advocates and office helpers as needed. Provide 
direction and encouragement to volunteers.  

 Assist Client Services Director in assignment of clients to the appropriate 
Advocate, according to level of training. 

 Participate in training events and in-services including updates on policies 
and procedures; facilitate compilation of training packets as needed.   

 
Resources and Supplies: 
 

 Communicate needs for supplies/resources to Client Services Director 

 Ensure adequate supply of handout materials, chart forms, etc 
 
Care of Clients: 
 

 Schedule appointments, answer telephones, assist with confirming and/or 
rescheduling appointments.  

 Provide spiritual counsel with clients as needed, maintaining proficiency in 
lay-counseling skills. 

 Assess and anticipate client/visitors needs as they arrive and throughout 
their wait time. Provide an environment of warmth and acceptance to all who enter. 

 Hope Classes: Log Class Attendance, provide Sign-in Sheets & New Client 
Folders for teachers, name tags, etc. Provide assistance for Hope Classes and 
teachers as needed. (these duties primarily the responsibility of Receptionist, but 
shared by Admin. Assistant) 

 
Facility Environment: 
 

 Ensure that the facility is neat and clean, dishes washed, all areas free of 
trash, clutter and odors. Plants watered. Notify housekeeping services of any special 
needs for the facility. 



 Ensure that a warm and welcoming environment is provided in the waiting 
room at all times. This includes the safety and privacy of those in the waiting room, 
monitoring the noise level of conversations, appropriate behavior, etc.  

 
Staff Relations: 
 

 Encourage harmony and unity within the staff and volunteers; participate 
in staff meetings. 

 Participate in annual evaluation process, including setting of goals and self-
assessment. 

 Cover everything in prayer. 
 
 

The above describes the general nature of the job and is not an exhaustive list of all duties, 
responsibilities, knowledge, skills, abilities and working conditions. 

I have received a copy of this job description. I understand, affirm, and subscribe to 
the requirements, responsibilities and duties of this job. 

Employee ____________________________________ Date _________________ 

Employer ____________________________________ Date _________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


